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In Brief

Abel Ferrara teamed with B-horror legends Larry Cohen (who co-conceived the
story) and Stuart Gordon (who co-wrote the script) for Body Snatchers, a second
remake of Don Siegel’s 1956 classic about extraterrestrials’ plans to conquer the
planet via the creation of pod people. Yet despite its seemingly can’t-miss creative
trio, the film turned out to be little more than a mildly evocative sci-fi thriller without
much in the way of an idiosyncratic identity, lacking both Ferrara’s signature
directorial flourishes as well as the pulsating allegorical depth of Siegel’s original
and Philip Kaufman’s gorgeous 1978 version. Nonetheless, if incapable of fully
fleshing out its invasion-at-a-military-base plot’s thematic undercurrents about the
dangers of conformity, this economical horror show still offers a few stunning
moments of paranoia-laced terror: a young boy discovering that his day care
classmates are less interested in drawing butterflies than in making identical
pictures of splotchy red tendons; army recruits mechanically navigating an obstacle
course during a crimson sunset; and a transformed Meg Tilly, after realizing her
family won’t succumb to their inevitably inhuman fate, letting loose with a shrieking
call to alien arms.
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The Most Underappreciated Body Snatchers
Movie
Twenty years later, it's more relevant than ever

It isn't exactly a rule that horror films need to have some kind of
social or political message, but the great ones usually do — they
tend to seem possessed of a need to respond to the world around
them, engaging with and working through the anxieties common
to their time and place. It's hardly surprising, for instance, that the
zombie movie remains such an apparently inexhaustible source of
fascination in the popular imagination: As a moaning, shuffling
symbol, the zombie itself seems endlessly pliable, readily
rearranged into whatever pattern of cultural satire suits the
zeitgeist of the moment, from the rampant consumerism
lampooned by Dawn of the Dead to the echoes of Vietnam
reverberating through Night. The modern zombie film is no less inclined to favor allegory: Whether it's viral hand-wringing in Diary of
the Dead or class critique in the otherwise parodic Shaun, the words "of the Dead" still guarantee a deeper meaning. 

This may account for the enduring popularity of The Body Snatchers, Jack Finney's serialized science-fiction novel from 1955 — a book
whose basic premise has provided American filmmakers with more than a half-century of blockbuster source material. First adapted
by Don Siegel, the year after the book's initial publication, as Invasion of the Body Snatchers, it has been reimagined steadily every two
decades since. As you might expect, the quality of these continued remakes varies rather wildly: The most recent, Oliver Hirschbiegel's
late-2000s effort The Invasion, stars Nicole Kidman and Daniel Craig, and it's far and away the most reviled. Philip Kaufman's Invasion
of the Body Snatchers, meanwhile, was one of the most warmly received films of 1978, and to this day it's regarded as not only the
best of the Snatchers films, but one of the most accomplished remakes ever.

The black sheep of the series is Abel Ferrara's Body Snatchers, which celebrates the 20th anniversary of its theatrical debut this week.
Under-promoted by Warner Bros. after its somewhat cool reception at the Cannes Film Festival the previous spring, Body Snatchers
went on to recoup less than half a million dollars against its more than $13 million budget, make it a write-off for the studio and nothing
more than a blip on the cultural radar for everybody else. And while its director has enjoyed prestige in the American underground for
close to thirty-five years now, his aura of street cred was never extended to a film that most considered a for-hire project — a studio-
governed genre film missing the hard edge for which its auteur was best known. Too weird for the mainstream but too conventional
for the avant set, Body Snatchers couldn't find an audience. It quickly receded into obscurity and remains largely forgotten to this
day. 

Well, I'm pleased to report that time has been quite kind to Body Snatchers. Twenty years later, Ferrara's vision strikes me as
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sophisticated, intelligent, and — perhaps most exciting of all — deeply, resoundingly strange. But it may also be more relevant. The
heart of the Snatchers films has always been a fear of conformity: The central metaphor always deals in its own way with the same
basic threat, only contemporized with each iteration. Siegel's film concerned itself with the then-looming influence of McCarthyism;
Kaufman's tapped into social anxieties of the period. Ferrara's sweep is considerably broader. Body Snatchers is a very suspicious
movie. It regards every institution as a potential threat to autonomy, eyeing each warily in turn. The film's hero, Marti (Gabrielle Anwar),
is a teenager set defiantly against her stepmother — a "fake" mother, in other words, and not coincidentally the family's first victim
of alien replication. Like the best horror filmmakers, Ferrara finds a real-world fear and reconceives it as monstrous. 

When it isn't busy dismantling the sanctity of the nuclear family, Body Snatchers hones in on an even bigger target: the American
military. Ferrara's most apparent change from the source material is the relocation of the action to a self-contained Army base and
community in the middle of Alabama, where the gradual conquest of humanity plays out to little notice. The (obvious) joke is that
soldiers already act so much like emotionless aliens that it takes a while before anybody notices the difference. But Body Snatchers is
concerned less with attacking the military than with confronting the more insidious effects of its influence. The suggestion certainly
resonates today: As militarism seeps further into the social fabric — it's the legacy of the Bush administration that we're accustomed
to more or less endless war — we start to take its presence for granted, until suddenly news of, say, drone warfare or deadly collateral
damage in the Middle East scarcely causes alarm. Body Snatchers is a genre movie, one based around aliens and flashy special effects.
The story is fantasy. But what's increasingly impressive is that the fear it inspires is real.

- Calum Marsh, Esquire

Body Snatching
In 1954, Jack Finney serialized his novel The Body Snatchers in Colliers
Magazine. The story, about humans who are duplicated by alien entities
which arrive on Earth as seed spores, has been adapted four times, some
successfully, others indifferently. It’s a great concept and an easy
metaphor— Don Siegel’s paranoid 1956 classic is a clear indictment of
McCarthyism and anti-Communist fearmongering, though both lead Kevin
McCarthy and Finney himself claimed that there was no intentional political
agenda at play.

The original film is more interesting than necessarily effective as a horror
movie; it works, much like Howard Hawks’ original THE THING FROM
ANOTHER WORLD, as a view of a simpler time corrupted by an evil that’s
almost quaint. Here, McCarthy’s Miles Bennell is a doctor who realizes
something is up with his patients and friends, who complain that their loved
ones are all growing cold and distant to them. Miles soon learns that these
people have been replicated from plant-like “Pods” that have floated to
earth as seeds and fights against sleep and his own fear to warn everyone about them. The story ends with an erratically optimistic
climax forced on Siegel, a no-nonsense director best known for his later work with Clint Eastwood, and producer Walter Wanger by
Allied Artists Pictures. What sells the movie — which is much less apocalyptic than the typically bombastic ‘50’s key art might suggest
— is Kevin McCarthy’s determined performance as Miles. McCarthy, who recently passed away at the age of 96, reprised his role in
the 1978 Philip Kaufman remake and in frequent collaborator Joe Dante’s Looney Tunes: Back In Action. Few who see the original
Body Snatchers will forget McCarthy screaming into the camera: “You’re next!”

The very studious Philip (The Right Stuff, The Unbearable Lightness Of
Being) Kaufman seems the last person to direct a horror film, but his
take on Invasion Of The Body Snatchers is the eeriest and, to date, most
effective of the takes on Finney’s story. Kaufman, working off a solid
script by W.D. (The Adventures Of Buckaroo Banzai) Richter, updates
the material to San Francisco of the late ‘70’s, where the “Me
Generation” is self-absorbed and the idea that the locals don’t notice
that those around them are turning into “Pod People” doesn’t seem
that far out. To that effect, Leonard Nimoy brilliantly plays against type
as a self-help guru/psychiatrist who thinks that the fears espoused by
leads Donald Sutherland and Brooke Adams are all figments of their
imagination.

Kaufman constantly keeps us off-kilter with strange little moments
where we gradually begin to realize that the entire city is slowly being
taken over by the Pods, here, fleshy combinations of plant and meat
that create slimy fetus-like duplicates in scenes that are still shocking
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today. Sutherland, at his most laid-back and likeable (despite his ‘70’s era perm), is health
inspector Matthew Bennell, who believes colleague Adams’ insistence that her husband
(Art Hindle) isn’t himself anymore. Sutherland and Adams team up with Jeff Goldblum and
Veronica Cartwright as husband-and-wife mud-bath owners who find an undeveloped Pod
Person in one of their booths; the four try to escape the city, only to find that the Pod
People have managed to coordinate a massive quarantine of the Bay Area.

Masterfully shot by Michael (Taxi Driver) Chapman, the film ups the paranoia factor of
Don Siegel’s original (Siegel, like Kevin McCarthy, has a small cameo) and plays up the
claustrophobic nature of the material; San Francisco has never seemed so small. The
practical makeup FX by Tom Burman still works well — the new MGM Blu-Ray gets every
veiny detail of the emergent Pod People down pat — and the jarring electronic score by
jazz artist Denny Zeitlin only adds to the fear factor. Much like the Siegel film, this Body
Snatchers ends on an absolutely unforgettable and horrific moment.*

1994 brought the under-seen and under-appreciated Body Snatchers, the third remake,
which was dumped by distributor Warner Bros., earning less than a half-million dollars
during its brief theatrical run.  There’s a lot about the movie that doesn’t work — including
a sweaty and overwrought performance by Forest Whitaker and one badly-botched optical
effect involving a body falling from a helicopter that, once you freeze-frame through it,
ruins an entire sequence — but there’s a real tension to the material that still holds up.

Body Snatchers had a tortured history— it was originally written by Larry (It’s Alive) Cohen
and was supposed to have been directed by him, then rewritten by the team of Stuart
Gordon and Dennis Paoli (H.P. Lovecraft’s Re-Animator), then worked over by director
Abel Ferrara and his regular collaborator Nicholas St. John, the duo behind such transgressive works as Bad Lieutenant and King Of

New York. The big surprise here isn’t how intense the film is — you expect that from
Ferrara — but how slick it feels; the visuals are lush and over-saturated and the drama
slow-boils instead of getting in your face. Ferrara delivers the goods, however, in
gradually unfolding the fear of teen Gabrielle Anwar, who discovers that the military base
on which scientist father Terry Kinney works is the spawning ground for alien pods. The
piece ends with a clunky action climax, but the military-base angle works well — R. Lee
Ermey is perfectly cast as the military commander — and Anwar’s discovery that her
father’s new wife (Meg Tilley) isn’t who she appears to be is as scary as anything in the
previous two films. Understated (for Ferrara at least) and unsettling, Body Snatchers is
worth a revisit.

The same can’t be said for 2007’s misfire "re-imagining" The Invasion, where Jack Finney’s
name can’t even be found on the one-sheet. The film, ostensibly directed by Downfall’s
Oliver Hirschbiegel but extensively re-shot by V For Vendetta’s James McTiegue and
producers Larry and Andy Wachowski, works in fits and starts but feels choppy and
inconsistent throughout, no surprise given the nature of the troubled production. The
quiet moments where we realize that Washington D.C. has been taken over by alien
microbes brought to Earth via a Space Shuttle accident are the best; Jeremy Northam
delivers the film’s best performance as a Center For Disease Control scientist who,
infected by the plague, now works to spread the disease. But star Daniel Craig feels
dropped into the story and Nicole Kidman makes for a fairly boring lead despite all of the
action scenes packed around her. Technological advances in science and electronics play
interesting roles in how the alien menace is spread, but writer Dave Kajanich turns the

idea of Pod People into just another form of zombification— this one spread by not by
plant spores but by spitting contaminated phlegm into people’s faces!  Despite a few
creepy scenes, chalk this body-snatching effort up as a misfire. However, run, don’t walk
(for that might give you away as a Pod Person), to see the first three films. “You’re next!”   

*I can’t believe I saw this film instead of Superman in the winter of 1978 when I was nine
(!) years old. Everything that was terrifying about this movie then still holds true; if
anything, the movie is even more frightening now.

Mark Cappelletty, http://www.geekweek.com
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